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Mechanisms of suppression:
The wiring of genetic resilience
Jolanda van Leeuwen1), Carles Pons2), Charles Boone1)3) and Brenda J. Andrews1)3)

Recent analysis of genome sequences has identified
individuals that are healthy despite carrying severe
disease-associated mutations. A possible explanation is
that these individuals carry a second genomic perturbation
that can compensate for the detrimental effects of the
disease allele, a phenomenon referred to as suppression.
In model organisms, suppression interactions are generally divided into two classes: genomic suppressors which
are secondary mutations in the genome that bypass a
mutant phenotype, and dosage suppression interactions
in which overexpression of a suppressor gene rescues a
mutant phenotype. Here, we describe the general properties of genomic and dosage suppression, with an
emphasis on the budding yeast. We propose that
suppression interactions between genetic variants are
likely relevant for determining the penetrance of human
traits. Consequently, an understanding of suppression
mechanisms may guide the discovery of protective
variants in healthy individuals that carry disease alleles,
which could direct the rational design of new therapeutics.
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Introduction
In this era of affordable whole-genome sequencing, it remains
challenging to link any of the 4 million variants scattered
across the genome of an individual to an observed phenotype.
Differences in age-of-onset and severity of Mendelian disease
phenotypes between family members carrying the same
disease alleles are frequently observed, and can be the result
of modifier genes [1–3]. Modifying mutations can either
increase the severity of a disease phenotype, or they can have
a protective effect and compensate for the deleterious effects
of the disease mutation, a phenomenon called genetic
suppression. Remarkably, in a few extreme cases, suppressor
mutations could possibly be responsible for the complete
rescue of the detrimental effects of genetic lesions associated
with severe, early-onset Mendelian diseases [4]. However,
despite these dramatic phenotypic effects, identification of
suppressor mutations is challenging and requires data from
either large, interrelated families or extensive genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) of patients carrying the same
disease allele [2, 5]. Some modifier loci, including a few
potentially protective alleles, have been mapped for monogenic disorders that have a relatively high incidence, such as
Huntington disease and cystic fibrosis [6, 7]. However, most
monogenic diseases are too rare for such systematic analyses,
and GWAS generally lack the clinical information or statistical
power to detect individual suppressive loci [2, 8]. Although
protective mutations may also affect disease severity in
complex genetic diseases, such cases are likely even harder to
identify, due to the additional complexity caused by variation
in multiple disease-causal alleles.
Given the challenges associated with studying suppressor
mutations in outbred organisms, including humans, genetic
interactions, in which two mutations combine to yield an
unexpected phenotype, have mainly been studied using
inbred model organisms. The use of model organisms also
enables rigorous assessment of the effects of combining
mutations in an otherwise isogenic background. The budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has often been the model
organism of choice for these studies, due to its highly
annotated genome and tractable genetics [9]. We recently
completed a global network of pairwise genetic interactions
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between loss-of-function alleles for nearly all yeast genes [10].
The global genetic network highlighted the functional
organization of a cell, revealing regulatory hubs and
connecting uncharacterized genes to well-studied pathways.
This study quantitatively mapped both negative interactions,
which occur when the double mutant is less fit than expected
based on the combined fitness of the single mutations, and
positive genetic interactions, which are scored when the
double mutant is more fit than expected (Fig. 1). However,
suppression interactions, the most extreme type of positive
interaction in which a mutant allele either partially or
completely restores the fitness defect of a particular mutant
(Fig. 1), were rarely detected, in part because mutant strains
with a severe fitness defect do not make it through the
synthetic genetic array (SGA) screening procedure.
In model organisms, suppressors of a mutant phenotype
can be identified by directly testing for an interaction between
two engineered alleles, by isolating spontaneous or induced
genomic mutations that can overcome the defect (genomic/
genetic suppression), or by systematically testing plasmid
libraries for genes that when overexpressed show a suppression phenotype (dosage suppression). Note that the distinction between genomic and dosage suppression largely relies
on the method of isolation of the suppressor genes, and that
genomic suppressor mutations can include dosage events,
such as gene duplications. Single suppressor events have the
potential to overcome extreme growth defects, and mutations
have been isolated that can suppress the lethality of complete
loss of function of an essential gene in yeast [11, 12].
Suppression interactions tend to occur between genes that
have a close functional connection, and suppressor screens
have been widely used to identify genes involved in a variety
of biological pathways in bacteria, yeast, fly, and
worm [13–17]. We recently mapped both spontaneous
genomic suppressors and dosage suppressors of growth
defects associated with yeast mutants on a large scale [17, 18].
In contrast to the interactions identified in the global genetic
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interaction network [10], dosage suppression interactions
presumably involve hyperactive gene function, whereas
spontaneous suppressor mutations can encompass the full
spectrum of loss-, gain-, or separation-of-function events [17].
Importantly, in both cases, the mapping of dosage or genomic
suppressors identifies largely novel interactions not seen in
large-scale genetic interaction studies involving either
complete or partial loss-of-function (hypomorphic) alleles,
and thus suppression networks enhance our understanding of
the functional wiring diagram of a yeast cell [17, 18].
Suppression interactions can be intragenic, occurring
between two mutations within the same gene, or extragenic,
involving mutations in different genes [19, 20]. Intragenic
suppressors include true revertants that restore the original
protein sequence, revertants to another amino acid at the
same codon that restores protein function, or second site
mutations that may improve the mutant protein’s stability or
restore the correct reading frame after a frameshift mutation [21]. In this review, we focus on extragenic suppressors
and the different ways in which they can arise. Although we
focus on the effects of single suppressor genes, multiple
mutations can potentially combine to yield suppression
phenotypes [22]. We extend previous suppressor classifications [21, 23, 24] to include dosage interactions, and highlight
similarities and differences between spontaneous suppressor
mutations and dosage suppressors. We organize the suppression interactions into distinct mechanistic categories based on
the functional relationship between the gene that is being
suppressed, which we refer to as the “query” gene, and the
suppressor gene. As thousands of papers have been published
that describe individual suppression interactions in various
model organisms, we largely focus on suppression mechanisms that are prevalent in our systematic large-scale
suppression networks in yeast [17, 18]. Note that we expect
the prevalence of suppression classes to vary depending on
the experimental conditions and system, the level of gene
expression, and type of allele being suppressed, among other
factors. Finally, we describe how mapping suppression
interactions in model organisms may help identify mutations
that are protective against disease in the genomes of resilient
individuals.

Mechanisms of suppression between
functionally related genes

Figure 1. Genetic interaction classes. When two single mutants (x
and y) have a relative fitness of 0.8 and 0.7, the expected fitness of
the resultant double mutant (xy) based on a multiplicative model is
0.8  0.7 ¼ 0.56. A negative genetic interaction, such as synthetic
lethality, occurs when the observed double mutant fitness is lower
than this expected fitness. A masking positive interaction occurs
when the fitness of the double mutant is greater than expected, but
lower or equal to that of the slowest growing single mutant.
Suppression positive interactions occur when the double mutant
fitness is greater than that of the slowest growing single mutant.
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In bacteria, fungi, fly, and worm, most suppression
interactions reported in either small-scale or systematic
studies occur between genes that are annotated to the same
biological process [14, 16, 17, 25–27]. These functional
connections can be further divided into three subclasses
(Fig. 2). The first subclass includes interactions in which both
the query and the suppressor genes encode members of the
same protein complex (Fig. 2A) [17, 25]. In our large-scale
suppression datasets in yeast, 5% of genomic suppression
interactions, and 10% of dosage suppression interactions
occurred between genes encoding components of the same
complex (Table 1) [17, 18]. This type of interaction has been
described for both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and may
Bioessays 39: 1700042, ß 2017 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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Figure 2. Mechanisms of suppression between functionally related genes. Three mechanisms of suppression between genes encoding
proteins that function within the same biological process are illustrated using examples from budding yeast: suppression between members
of the same complex, between members of the same pathway, or between members of alternative pathways. Query genes are colored
yellow, while suppressor genes are magenta or cyan. Wild-type alleles are represented as filled circles, partial or complete loss-of-function
(LOF) alleles as open circles with a dashed border, and gain-of-function (GOF) alleles as filled squares. A: The query and suppressor genes
encode members of the same complex. For example, either gain-of-function mutations in, or overexpression of, POL3 can restore
polymerase activity in the presence of a partial loss-of-function allele of POL31. B,C: The suppressor and query are members of the same
pathway. B: The genes can have opposite effects on the output of the pathway, or the suppressor can function downstream of the query
protein. For instance, the growth defect caused by loss-of-function mutations in the Ras2-activating protein Cdc25 can be suppressed by
mutation of Ira1, which inhibits Ras2. Suppression can also take place by increasing Ras2 activity, either by overexpression or by gain-offunction mutations in the RAS2 gene. C: The suppressor gene can function upstream of the query protein. For example, loss of Ade13 leads
to a growth defect due to increased accumulation of a toxic metabolite SAICAR. This can be suppressed by loss of upstream pathway
members, so that SAICAR does not get produced. D,E: The suppressor gene is part of an alternative, yet related, pathway, whose function
can be slightly altered to restore the missing activity. D: The absence of the mitochondrial ribosomal protein Mrpl3 leads to a fitness defect
due to a reduction in the mitochondrial membrane potential (Cm). This can be restored by gain-of-function mutations in the ATP synthase
subunit Atp1. E: An example of a dosage suppression interaction between members of alternative pathways. The fitness defect of nup116
mutants is the result of reduced nuclear protein import, which can be suppressed by overexpression of BRL1, a gene that changes the
composition of the nuclear membrane.
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Table 1. Relative frequencies of mechanistic suppression classes in genomic and dosage suppression datasets in yeast
Genomic suppression
(% suppression interactions)
Throughput
Query allele-type
Reference
Functional mechanisms
Same complex
Same pathway
Alternative pathway
Unknown functional connection
General mechanisms
Informational
Protein expression
Protein stability
Unknown mechanism

LT
all
[17]
52.7
6.9
10.5
7.8
27.5
11.0
0
7.0
4.0
36.3

HT
hypomorph
[17]
19.4
5.3
1.8
3.5
8.8
49.0
1.7
24.5
22.8
31.6

Dosage suppression
(% suppression interactions)
HT
deletion
[17]
61.3
5.1
5.9
29.9
20.4
7.3
0
4.4
2.9
31.4

LT
hypomorph
[18]
65.0
19.3
7.7
5.4
32.6
9.5
0
6.3
3.2
25.5

HT
hypomorph
[18]
45.9
10.8
1.6
0.5
33.0
26.3
0
22.7
3.6
27.8

HT
all
[33]
23.6
6.5
4.2
4.2
8.7
16.4
0
14.7
1.7
60.0

Suppression interactions were divided into distinct mechanistic classes based on the functional relationship between the query and
suppressor genes, as described in [17]. The “informational” class includes suppressor mutations in tRNA genes. The “protein expression”
class consists of suppressor genes encoding components of the mRNA decay pathway, ribosomal subunits, or transcription factors. The
“protein stability” class involves suppressor genes encoding chaperones or proteins with a role in protein degradation. Values represent the
percentage of suppression interactions assigned to a specific mechanistic category. Throughput: LT, low-throughput, refers to
suppression interactions identified via the curation of biomedical literature, which mainly includes studies focused on the functional
annotation of a particular gene; HT, high-throughput, indicates unbiased, large-scale analyses of suppression interactions. Query allele
types: hypomorph, partial loss-of-function allele such as a temperature sensitive allele; deletion, complete loss-of-function allele; all,
includes partial and complete loss-of-function alleles.
Non-bold are subclasses of the bold categories.

represent a gain-of-function mechanism [28]. For example,
partial loss-of-function mutations in DNA polymerase d
subunit Pol31 lead to a growth defect in yeast, probably
due to reduced DNA replication [29]. This phenotype can be
suppressed by a gain-of-function mutation in the gene
encoding the DNA polymerase catalytic subunit, POL3 [17],
or by overexpressing POL3 [29] (Fig. 2A). There are various
possible mechanisms for “within-complex” gain-of-function
suppression: 1) allele-specific suppressor mutations may
compensate for a particular point-mutation in the query gene
by restoring a protein-protein interaction in a “lock and key”
type of model [16, 28]; 2) overexpression of a complex
component may increase recruitment of a mutated query
protein to the complex [30]; 3) overexpression of one paralog
may compensate for the lack of the other [25]; or 4) gain-offunction mutations in a gene encoding a complex component
may restore complex function in the absence of the query, by
stabilizing a multimeric complex [18] or by making the
function of the query subunit obsolete [31]. Finally, samecomplex suppressor mutations can also be loss-of-function
events, and may eliminate toxicity associated with a partially
functional complex, as has been described for nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor subunits in the worm [32].
In a second subclass of suppression interactions between
functionally related genes, a query mutant phenotype is
suppressed by a mutation in a gene that is annotated to the
same pathway but does not encode a member of the same
complex (Fig. 2B and C). This mechanistic class is equally
prevalent in dosage and genomic suppression datasets, and
explains 2–6% of all unbiased suppression interactions
mapped in yeast (Table 1) [17, 18, 33]. In the case of loss-offunction suppressor mutations, the suppressor gene often has
antagonistic effects compared to the query gene. For instance,
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in yeast, the temperature-sensitive growth defect caused by
mutations in the gene encoding the guanine nucleotide
exchange factor Cdc25 can be suppressed by a loss-of-function
mutation in the gene encoding the cognate GTPase activating
protein Ira1 (Fig. 2B) [17]. Alternatively, the requirement for
Cdc25 can be suppressed by activation of the downstream
effector, the GTPase Ras2, through either RAS2 overexpression
of by gain-of-function mutations in RAS2 [34, 35]. Specific
gain- or separation-of-function suppressor mutations can also
affect interactions of the suppressor protein with either DNA
or another protein, and change the dynamics of an interaction
that would normally be regulated by the query protein [31, 36].
Alternatively, suppression can occur by loss-of-function
mutations in downstream pathway members when the
upstream query protein negatively regulates the downstream
suppressor gene [37]. For example, the embryonic lethality
caused by loss of Mdm2, which encodes a negative regulator of
the cell cycle arrest-inducing protein p53, can be suppressed
by loss of p53 in mice [38, 39]. In rare cases, the suppressor
mutations may mimic the effect of a post-translational
modification normally generated by the query protein, such
as an acetylation-mimicking suppressor mutation in cohesion
subunit Smc3, which compensates for the fitness defect
caused by reduced expression of acetyltransferase Eco1 in
yeast [40]. Finally, loss-of-function mutations in upstream
members of a pathway can also cause suppression. For
example, the essential yeast gene ADE13 encodes an enzyme
in the 10-step de novo purine synthesis pathway that converts
5-phosphoribosylpyrophosphate into inosine monophosphate, from which adenine and guanine are formed. Unbiased
suppression analysis in yeast showed that loss of any of the
genes upstream of ADE13 in the pathway can rescue the
lethality caused by loss of ADE13, while deletion of
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General mechanisms of suppression
In addition to suppression interactions between genes that
share a functional connection, suppression interactions
involving partial loss-of-function alleles, or hypomorphs,
reveal three different and more general classes of suppressors
that affect the translation of the query mutation, the
expression of the query gene, or the stability of its
gene-product (Fig. 3, Table 1). These suppressors are often
allele-specific, and can be either dosage or genomic
Bioessays 39: 1700042, ß 2017 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.

suppressors, although the actual suppressor genes and
mechanistic details slightly differ [17, 18].
The first class of general suppressors are the informational
suppressors. Informational suppression refers to the alteration of the translational machinery, enabling a different
interpretation of the query mutation [20, 21]. Informational
suppression often occurs by modifying the genetic code
through mutations in the anticodon of tRNA molecules. For
example, a premature stop codon may be recognized by a
mutated tryptophan-carrying tRNA, such that tryptophan is
now introduced at the site of the stop codon, allowing for
continued translation of the mutant transcript (Fig. 3A). In
yeast, informational suppression can be greatly enhanced by
switching the confirmation of translation release factor Sup35
to the [PSIþ] prion state, which can also function as a weak
suppressor of premature stop codons on its own [44]. In
[PSIþ] cells, most Sup35 protein molecules are part of amyloid
aggregates and thus unavailable for translation termination,
leading to increased read-through at premature stop
codons [45]. Informational suppression has been described
in literature for many years (see, e.g. [46–48]), but is rarely
reported in recent high-throughput experiments (incidence
<2%, Table 1) [17]. This is likely due to the development of
genome-wide deletion mutant collections for most popular
model organisms [49–51], making mutant alleles carrying
premature stop codons, and thus this type of suppression,
virtually obsolete in systematic suppression screens.
A suppressor can also compensate for the growth defect
of a particular query by increasing the expression of the
query mutant protein (Fig. 3B). This type of suppression can
be achieved in three ways: 1) by stabilizing a mutant mRNA
by perturbing pathways or complexes that regulate mRNA
decay; 2) by increasing transcription or translation of the
mutant gene or mRNA; or 3) with compensating mutations
that alter splice-site recognition or promote alternative
splicing. Spontaneous suppressor mutations in yeast frequently fall into the first category (25% of genomic
suppressors of partial loss-of-function alleles, Table 1),
and are often loss-of-function mutations in NMD2 or NAM7,
which encode members of the nonsense-mediated mRNA
decay pathway [17]. These mutations do not solely suppress
query alleles carrying premature stop codons, but also alleles
carrying other point-mutations or in which the 30 UTR has
been disrupted (decreased abundance by mRNA perturbation, DAmP, alleles [52]). Dosage suppression interactions
generally fall into the second category, and affect transcription or translation (Fig. 3B). For example, increased
transcription can result from overexpression of a transcription factor that activates the query gene [18]. The mechanisms by which increased protein synthesis could cause
suppression are less obvious. Genes encoding ribosomal
subunits are often found as dosage suppressors [18, 33, 53],
but it seems unlikely that overexpression of a single subunit
of the ribosome could lead to increased translation. In
apparent contrast, partial knockdown of ribosomal subunits
can rescue a variety of mutant phenotypes in the worm
Caenorhabditis elegans [27, 54]. However, a recent study
showed a correlation between ribosome composition and
fitness, suggesting that ribosomal subunit stoichiometry may
either regulate protein synthesis, or affect cell cycle
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downstream genes could not (Fig. 2C) [11]. None of the other
genes in the pathway are essential, suggesting that loss of
Ade13 leads to the accumulation of a toxic intermediate, in
this case (S)-2-[5-Amino-1-(5-phospho-D-ribosyl)imidazole-4carboxamido]succinate or SAICAR, which can be prevented by
inactivation of any of the upstream pathway members.
Although suppression analysis can often be used to deduce
the order of action of pathway components, these examples
illustrate that inference about pathway structure depends on
the pathway, the type of regulation, and the nature of the
mutation, and additional molecular methods are often
required to reliably determine gene order [41, 42].
The third mechanistic class of suppression by functionally
related genes, involves suppression by mutation of members of a
different, but related, pathway (Fig. 2D and E). In this scenario,
the phenotype caused by the absence of a specific cellular
function is suppressed when an alternative pathway is rewired
to compensate for the missing activity. This mechanism of
suppression is observed for <10% of all suppression interactions
in yeast (Table 1) [17, 18]. However, this type of suppression is
over-represented among genomic suppressors of deletion alleles
in our unbiased yeast dataset (30% of interactions, Table 1),
reflecting many instances of suppression of mitochondrial
transcription or translation mutants that exhibit a growth defect
due to decreased protein import into the mitochondria. In these
cases, growth phenotypes can be suppressed by specific
mutations in the mitochondrial ATP synthase that restore
mitochondrial protein import by reversing the activity of the
mitochondrial ATP synthase, such that it generates ADP3
instead of ATP4 [17] (Fig. 2D). The charge difference between
these two nucleotide phosphates can be exploited by adenine
nucleotide translocators to rebuild the mitochondrial membrane
potential, which is lost in the absence of mitochondrial
transcription or translation mutants, and is thought to be
required for protein import into the mitochondria [43]. In an
example of a dosage suppression interaction between alternative pathway members, loss of specific members of the nuclear
pore complex in yeast leads to a growth defect due to reduced
protein import into the nucleus (Fig. 2E) [12]. Both nuclear
protein import and fitness of these mutants can be restored by
overexpression of nuclear envelope protein Brl1, probably by
reducing nuclear membrane fluidity [12].
Around 10–30% of all suppression interactions occur
between genes that function in the same biological process
but that lack a pathway or complex annotation for at least one of
the interacting genes (Table 1). Improved annotation of complex
or pathway membership will aid further quantification of
mechanisms of suppression between functionally related genes.
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Figure 3. General mechanisms of suppression. General suppression interactions among pairs of genes that do not share a close functional
relationship are illustrated. Often, general suppression is associated with partial loss-of-function query alleles that carry mutations that
destabilize the protein or mRNA, leading to a fitness defect caused by reduced levels of the query protein (“Q”). A: A suppressor mutation
may occur in the translational machinery, such that the genetic code is changed, and the query mutation is reinterpreted. The example
illustrates suppression caused by mutation of the anticodon of a tRNA to make it recognize a premature stop codon in the query allele, and
introduce an amino acid in its place. B: Partial loss-of-function query alleles can also be suppressed by increasing protein expression, for
instance through decreased degradation of the mutant mRNA via mutation of the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) pathway, or via
increased transcription or translation of the query gene or mRNA. TF: transcription factor. C: Partial loss-of-function mutations can be
suppressed by loss of a member of the protein degradation pathway or by overexpressing a chaperone protein (“Ch”). Both of these
mechanisms may expand the pool of partially functional query protein.

progression [55]. Other studies suggest that some individual
ribosomal subunits may possess extraribosomal functions,
and can, for example function as chaperones that increase
the stability of certain proteins [53, 56]. Thus, although the
exact nature of suppression by altered expression of
ribosomal subunits remains unclear, it may be related to
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modified expression of either the query protein or of another
protein that can compensate for the query protein defects.
Together, these mechanisms of increased transcription and
translation explain 20% of dosage suppression interactions
in high-throughput yeast datasets (Table 1) [18]. The third
category, suppression by mutations in the splicing
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Evidence for suppression interactions
among human genetic variants
Most suppression interactions have been identified in model
organisms, and the question remains as to whether these
interactions play a significant role in determining human genetic
traits. A typical human genome carries 4 million variants,
including 85 heterozygous and 35 homozygous null alleles [57],
and 74 amplifications [58]. As human variants of interest can be
either single nucleotide polymorphisms or gene duplication
events, we will not make the distinction between genomic and
dosage suppressors, but instead consider human genetic
suppression in general. As discussed above, suppression is
widespread in haploid microorganisms. A quantitative analysis
uncovered suppressors for >65% of the tested deletion alleles in
yeast [25], and this number is likely even higher for partial loss-offunction mutants. Arguably though, the frequency of these
interactions may differ in naturally diploid populations in which
mutations in one copy of the gene may be buffered by the second
copy. However, several points of evidence suggest that suppression is likely prevalent in higher organisms as well. First, fitter
mutants can be readily isolated in more complex model
Bioessays 39: 1700042, ß 2017 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.

organisms, such as mice. For instance, by screening over a
thousand mutagenized mice, dominant suppressor mutations
were identified for mutations in mouse orthologues of genes
associated with the human disorders thrombocytopenia (a lack of
blood platelets) and Rett syndrome [59, 60]. Second, the degree of
severity of the phenotype caused by a specific mutation can differ
between individuals of the same species, and between different
species. For example, 6% of essential yeast genes were found to
be uniquely essential in only one of two closely related yeast
strains, 1% of pathogenic variants in Drosophila melanogaster
are fixed in other flies, and around 6% of human disease-causing
variants are found in orthologous genes in mammals, and seem to
be the result of one rescuing mutation [61–63]. These observations
suggest that suppression interactions may be common among
human genetic variants.
Some specific examples of suppression interactions affecting
disease severity have been described. In a few extreme cases,
individuals have been reported in whom a Mendelian disease
phenotype was completely suppressed [4, 64]. For example,
most individuals that are homozygous for the recessive
nonsyndromic deafness locus DFNB26 have hearing loss, but
several members of one family have been identified who have
normal hearing despite carrying two defective copies of
DFNB26 [64]. A dominant suppressor locus, DFNM1, was
identified, which segregates through the family and protects
family members carrying it against hearing loss [64]. In a similar
example in dogs, golden retrievers were identified that only
showed mild symptoms of muscular dystrophy despite lacking
the dystrophin gene, a mutation that is normally causal of the
disease [65]. The suppression phenotype was mapped to a
mutation in a transcription factor binding site that leads to
increased expression of Jagged1, suggesting that this gene may
represent a therapeutic target [65]. Suppression interactions are
also of key importance in understanding how genetic differences
can affect complex disease phenotypes, such as cancer
progression. In cancer, suppression interactions that make
cells grow faster are associated with a poorer prognosis.
Suppressor studies in cultured cells revealed that the growth
defect caused by absence of the tumor suppressor gene BRCA1
can be suppressed by loss of either 53BP1 or REV7 (MAD2L2)
[66, 67]. BRCA1 has a role in the repair of DNA double-strand
breaks by homologous recombination (HR), and loss of BRCA1
leads to toxic chromosomal deletions or rearrangements due to
increased repair of double-strand DNA breaks by nonhomologous end joining. 53BP1 and REV7 both negatively regulate HR
initiation, and loss of one of these proteins can suppress BRCA1mutant phenotypes by allowing double-strand break repair to
occur by the compromised, but more accurate, HR machinery [68]. These findings partially translate to clinical phenotypes, as loss of 53BP1 is more frequent in tumors with BRCA1
mutations, and is associated with aggressive tumors and low
survival rates [66]. In addition, although BRCA1-deficiency
makes tumor cells uniquely sensitive to inhibitors of poly(ADPribose) polymerases (PARPs), subsequent 53BP1 loss abrogates
this hypersensitivity and confers resistance to PARP-inhibitors [69]. The occurrence of suppressing mutations can thus have
a major impact on both tumor malignancy and drug response.
To summarize, based on the ease of suppression isolation in
model organisms, the frequency of suppression in natural
populations, and the few known examples of suppression in
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machinery that lead to altered splicing, is rarely described in
yeast, because only a small fraction of S. cerevisiae genes
have introns, but is prevalent in organisms with extensive
splicing, such as the worm [24].
Finally, suppression of partial loss-of-function alleles can
occur by affecting protein stability or degradation (Fig. 3C). In
our large-scale study of genomic suppressors in yeast, 23% of the
partial loss-of-function alleles were suppressed by this mechanism (Table 1), and mainly carried loss-of-function mutations in
the gene encoding the ubiquitin-protein ligase San1 which
targets proteins with exposed hydrophobic residues for
proteasome-dependent degradation [17]. Partial inactivation
of pathways that promote protein turnover may increase the
levels of the mutant query protein, thereby compensating for the
phenotype caused by decreased protein availability or activity
(Fig. 3C). Similarly, dosage suppression can occasionally (2–4%
of all interactions) be achieved by overexpression of a chaperone
that stabilizes the query mutant protein, and thus enlarges the
pool of active query protein (Fig. 3C, Table 1) [18, 33].
General suppression mechanisms tend to be rarely
described in studies focused on the functional annotation
of a particular gene (Table 1), but are highly prevalent in
systematic datasets [17, 18, 33], and explain nearly 50% of the
genomic suppressors and 26% of dosage suppressors of partial
loss-of-function alleles (Table 1) [17]. An additional general
class of suppressors has been identified in worm, involving
mutations that weakly suppress several unrelated mutant
phenotypes, probably by changing the general physiology of
the animal [24]. Around 30% of all suppression interactions do
not fall into any of the above-mentioned functional or general
categories (Table 1), partially because the functional annotation of the yeast genome is incomplete. As both the genomic
and dosage suppression networks are far from complete,
additional mechanisms of suppression may emerge upon
expansion of these networks.
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determining disease severity, we conclude that genetic
suppression is likely an important determinant of human traits.

Applying suppression to identify
modifiers of human disease
How has the mapping of suppression interactions in model
organisms contributed to understanding suppression in humans?
There is evidence that the suppression mechanisms we have
identified in yeast are applicable to other organisms as well.
Although not studied systematically, similar mechanisms are
generally found in suppression studies in fly and worm [15, 24, 27].
Importantly, the mechanisms that were identified as common in
yeast, can be used to decipher human genotype-to-phenotype
relationships. For example, one general mechanism of suppression that was widespread in our suppression studies, is the
compensation of the fitness defects of partial loss-of-function
mutants by decreased mRNA decay [17]. Many diseases arise as a
consequence of a nonsense or frameshift mutation that introduces
a premature termination codon [70]. In such cases, nonsense
mediated mRNA decay (NMD) can be either protective, by
removing a transcript that would otherwise result in a toxic
protein, or detrimental, because degradation of the mutated
mRNA prevents translation and accumulation of truncated
peptides that retain residual activity [71, 72]. It thus seems likely
that inter-individual variability in NMD efficiency leads to
differences in disease presentation, and reduced NMD may be
protective of specific disease-variants. In fact, in certain genetic
disorders, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy, treatment
options are focused on increasing translation of the diseaseassociated mutant mRNA [73]. Some of the other above-mentioned
general mechanisms of suppression, such as those affecting
protein stability, may have similar relevance to human disease.
In addition to their use in uncovering general characteristics
of suppression interactions, screens in model organisms for
mutations that can overcome phenotypes caused by human
disease alleles may directly identify novel targets for drug
discovery. This especially holds true in cases where the
suppressor mutations are loss-of-function events, as most
small molecules are thought to inhibit the function of the
protein they bind. In a screen with mice, detrimental
phenotypes triggered by mutation of Mecp2, which causes
the autism spectrum disorder Rett syndrome in human, were
found to be suppressed by mutation of Sqle, which encodes an
enzyme involved in cholesterol synthesis [60]. Administration of
statins that repress cholesterol synthesis, improved the fitness
of Mecp2 mutant mice, showing the potential of suppression
screens to identify new treatment possibilities [60].

Conclusions and prospects
Suppression analysis is often applied to dissect biological
pathways and functional relationships. In this review, we have
summarized the various ways in which genomic and dosage
suppression can occur, and the complementary information that
can be obtained with different types of suppression screens. Our
recent large scale analyses of suppression in yeast allowed us to
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estimate the prevalence of these mechanistic suppression
classes [17, 18]. We anticipate that a thorough understanding
of mechanisms of suppression and their frequency could be
exploited to decipher genotype-to-phenotype relationships, and
may help narrow down the search for protective mutations
amongst the millions of variants in resilient individuals that carry
a disease-causing mutation but do not show a disease phenotype.
Also for more complex traits, insight into the molecular
mechanisms by which suppression can occur may shed light
on how genetic variants interact to produce observed disease
phenotypes. As one of the few known examples of suppression in
humans, the interaction between BRCA1 and 53BP1 highlights
how the occurrence of suppressing mutations can have a major
impact on both tumor malignancy and drug response. We expect
similar interactions between variants to influence the severity of
disease phenotypes in other complex diseases.
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